
DateName Class

Take a compass and place it on your table 

so that N or North is at the top, like this.

Write the letters found at the positions of the empty boxes.

If N means North, what do the other letters mean? _____________________________________________

What does a compass measure? D _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

There is a swinging needle inside the compass. The needle always points to North.

Rotate the compass on the table so that the needle points to the N.

Write letters to show the new position of the compass.

Describe something inside the room that is:

To the North of you __________________________ To the South of you ___________________________

To the East of you ___________________________ To the West of you ____________________________

Describe something outside the room that is:

To the North of you ___________________________ To the South of you ___________________________

To the East of you ____________________________ To the West of you ____________________________

Move the compass to a different part of the room. 

Does the needle still point to the same direction? ______

Take the compass outside. Does the needle still point to the same direction? ______

YOU NEED:
compass

This is a compass rose.

A compass rose is a diagram that we use to show
directions.

Draw a compass rose which shows accurate 
directions on concrete in the playground.

Draw a map of the area around the compass rose.

YOU NEED:
compass
chalk
ruler
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ANSWER KEY

Take a compass and place it on your table 

so that N or North is at the top, like this.

Write the letters found at the positions of the empty boxes.

If N means North, what do the other letters mean? _____________________________________________

What does a compass measure? D _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

There is a swinging needle inside the compass. The needle always points to North.

Rotate the compass on the table so that the needle points to the N.

Write letters to show the new position of the compass.

Describe something inside the room that is:

To the North of you __________________________ To the South of you ___________________________

To the East of you ___________________________ To the West of you ____________________________

Describe something outside the room that is:

To the North of you ___________________________ To the South of you ___________________________

To the East of you ____________________________ To the West of you ____________________________

Move the compass to a different part of the room. 

Does the needle still point to the same direction? ______

Take the compass outside. Does the needle still point to the same direction? ______

YOU NEED:
compass

This is a compass rose.

A compass rose is a diagram that we use to show
directions.

Draw a compass rose which shows accurate 
directions on concrete in the playground.

Draw a map of the area around the compass rose.

YOU NEED:
compass
chalk
ruler
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